Lemma 1.5 of 1] is not true, but a slightly weaker version is true and su ces for the applications in the paper.
A counterexample is provided by letting Y be the constant simplicial set with one point, and letting Z be some bisimplicial set such that all the face (and degeneracy) maps Z(A; ) ! Z(A 0 ; ) arising from maps A 0 ! A in are homotopy equivalences, and the map jZ( 0]; )j ! jZj is not a homeomorphism. Taking 2 Y ( 0]) we see that jZ j = jZ( 0]; )j and F ?1 ( ) = jZj, and these two spaces are not homeomorphic, contrary to the claim in Lemma 1.5. The problem with the proof in the paper is a cavalier application of the method of proof used in the lemma on page 90 of 2]; we ignored the degenerate cells in the skeletal ltration of the base space, or more precisely, the cells in the total space lying over them.
To e ect a repair we introduced Segal's partial geometric realizatoin jjXjj of a simplicial space X (see 3, p. 308]). We modify the conclusion of Lemma 1.5 so that instead of Then the map jZj jjY jj n F ?1 jjY jj n?1 F ?1 jjY jj n Here jjY jj n denotes the part of jjY jj covered by the simplices of dimension at most n.
To apply the weakened Lemma we need Proposition A.1(iv) of 3], which asserts that the identi cation map jjXjj ! jXj is a homotopy equivalence if X is \good", i.e., that the degeneracy maps in X are closed co brations. Our simplicial spaces are good because geometric realizations of injective maps of simplicial sets are closed co brations. In light of this, we may append the following conclusion to Lemma 1.5.
There is a bration sequence jZ j ! jZj ! jY j. is a homotopy equivalence, from which it follows that the square is homotopy cartesian.
We no longer need Lemma 1.6 of the paper. 
